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ABSTRACT

More and more music is becoming available digitally, increasing the need to navigate through large numbers of audio tracks easily. One approach for improving the browsing experience is music thumbnailing: the procedure of finding a continuous fragment that can represent the whole musical piece. This paper proposes a human-centred approach to creating thumbnails based on listeners' perception, directly asking listeners to identify the most characteristic fragment. We carried out a user study to assign representativeness scores to multiple fragments from a selection of popular music tracks. To strengthen the results, we performed a replication of the same user study with new participants and a different set of music. Thereafter, we used audio features, a segmentation algorithm, and participants’ overall familiarity with the songs to predict representativeness scores. The results suggest that neither segmentation nor familiarity have a significant impact on users' thumbnail preferences: even segments with starting points that pay no regard to song structure can be suitable thumbnails. Three high-level audio characteristics, however, do impact the perceived representativeness of a fragment: Raw Intensity, Melodic Conventionality, and Conventionality of Intensity. Based on these findings, we propose a new, easy-to-apply method for music thumbnailing.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the rise of the digital age, more and more music is becoming available; streaming services and websites make music readily accessible to the public. The availability of so much music increases the need to navigate through large numbers of audio tracks easily, e.g., the results of search queries or long playlists. One approach to improve the browsing experience is to create music thumbnails. Music thumbnailing, or audio thumbnailing, is the procedure of finding a continuous segment within a musical piece which represents the whole piece [1–4]. By using these shorter fragments of audio, music thumbnails allow users to explore large quantities of music without spending too much time listening to or seeking within complete musical pieces [2, 5]. Audio thumbnailing should not be confused with music summarisation, which combines snippets of different parts of the song [2, 6], or audio fingerprinting, which creates a simpler representation of musical piece in the form of a vector or sequence [7, 8].

One practical example of music thumbnails even outside the major streaming services is Muziekweb, a Dutch music library that aims to make music and information about music available to everyone.1 On their website, excerpts can be played to get a sense of the musical pieces on offer. To be able to assess the musical pieces, representative music thumbnails are a must. Currently, however, Muziekweb simply chooses its thumbnails randomly, which makes it likely that these excerpts do not represent the musical pieces very well.

There is no consensus about what approach works best to create good music thumbnails, and even the concept of music thumbnails is ambiguous [3–5, 9–11]. Approaches in previous studies include identification of the most repeated part [1, 4], finding the segment which is the most similar to the average sound [2], chorus detection [3–5, 9, 11], and structural identification of the “main part” [10]. Nonetheless, there is overlap between these approaches as the chorus is often the most repeated part in pop music [4] and is also likely to be the most memorable [3].

This paper proposes a user-driven approach by using the listeners’ perception to improve upon Muziekweb’s current thumbnailing method. Previous research has dis-
cussed that the best thumbnail could be the segment containing the most memorable and distinguishable part of the musical piece [1, 3]. This aligns with the cognitive definition of hooks: hooks are the most salient segments in a musical piece, making them the most recognisable part of a song [12]. Suggestions have already been made about the potential of hooks and catchiness for music search engines [13]. Therefore, the method here is inspired by previous studies on catchiness to identify the most representative part as a music thumbnail.

To use listeners’ perception for thumbnailing, we set up a user study to gain information on the representativeness of different fragments of the same tunes. The main task in this user study asked participants to rank three segments of the same song with respect to how well they conveyed a general idea of the song (see Figure 1). Thereafter, features were extracted from the audio fragments with the CATCHY toolbox [14]. To increase the interpretability of these features, we conducted an exploratory factor analysis for dimensionality reduction. These factors, the segmentation method, and the participant’s familiarity with the songs were used to create an approximation of the scores from the user study with a linear model. Finally, we combined the feature loadings of the factors and the parameters of the linear model to create a function that can rate the relative representativeness of fragments within a song. The best-rated fragment in any set of candidates would be chosen as the audio thumbnail. To confirm our findings, we repeated the user study with new participants and a different music set and found a very similar result. Based on these findings, we propose a new user-driven method for music thumbnailing. Although we are certainly not the first researchers to test a thumbnailing algorithm on users, to our knowledge, this is the first published study to derive an algorithm for music thumbnailing algorithm directly from user preferences.

2. METHOD

2.1 Music Selection

Consistent with previous studies on catchiness [12, 14, 15], our study focused on popular music. The music came from lists of the 100 most-played songs on Muziekweb’s website in 2017 and 2018, to ensure the data consisted of well-known music. Where the lists contained more than one song in languages other than English or Dutch (the two languages that would be most familiar to Muziekweb users), we retained only the most-played song. The resulting list was further reduced by removing songs with low play counts from artists or albums that appeared multiple times on the lists, in order to keep the music as diverse as possible. This resulted in a set of 60 songs, which Muziekweb provided to us as FLAC files. 2

2.2 Segmentation

Because hooks mostly occur at the start of structural sections [12, 13], we used a boundary detection algorithm to identify the start of these structural sections. Specifically, we used an algorithm that identifies boundaries based on structural features and time series similarity [16], as implemented in the Python package MSAF [17]. 3 We used Pitch Class Profiles (PCPs) as the underlying time series for segmentation, as the audio features we use to analyse the results are also mostly harmonic. The other harmonic time series available in MSAF were either too slow or resulted in too few boundaries to be feasible. Moreover, using PCPs aligns with previous thumbnailing studies that describe the importance of chroma [1, 11].

Thumbnails are by their nature short, and as such, our user study used only short excerpts from the original audio: 9.95 seconds, starting from one of the detected boundaries. Muziekweb is only allowed to make 29.9 seconds of music per song available on their site due to copyright, and excerpts of this length allow users to compare three segments from each song without causing copyright violations. Previous studies have assumed the middle of the song to be the most characteristic [3, 5], while others have noted the intro can also serve as a hook [18, 19]; given the conflicting opinions in the literature, we simply chose four segments at random among all the detected boundaries.

To check whether the segmentation method impacts the representativeness of fragments, we also created two extra baseline segments per song. The first is based on Muziekweb’s current method: it picks any random point in a song as the start of the segment. The second baseline segment starts at the 1-minute mark in the song, skipping the intro, but staying away from the end. This resulted in six segments for each of the 60 songs.

2.3 User Study Design

The aim of the user study was to provide scores of the representative power for each of the six segments of the 60 songs. The study was carried out as a web-based survey, accessible between 3 April 2019 and 27 May 2019. Participants were recruited via social media and the Muziekweb website. Consent from the institutional ethics committee was acquired prior to collecting any data.

The main task in the survey was similar to the prediction task in the Hooked on Music study of catchiness [12], but rather than asking participants to make a binary choice, participants needed to provide an ordered ranking. Each question would display the title and artist of a song along with three audio fragments (see Figure 1). The participants were asked to rank the fragments on how well they helped them to get a sense of what the song is about (“een idee van het nummer”). This phrasing was intended to trigger participants to follow their gut feeling about the song, without thinking too much; asking for a ranking was intended to encourage participants to provide finer-grained distinctions than we might have obtained from a traditional rating

---

2 The song list, segment start times, computed features, and analysis code can be found at https://github.com/arianne-n/ISMI-2020-User-Driven-Music-Thumbnailing

3 https://msaf.readthedocs.io/
scale. The participants were also asked whether they were familiar with the song with a simple yes–no question. The survey was implemented in the online survey platform Qualtrics. Qualtrics offers a built-in drag-and-drop option whereby users can drag alternatives and place them in their preferred order. To help users distinguish among the different options visually, we gave each fragment one of six differently filled squares as a drag handle. These fill patterns have no apparent ordering in and of themselves, so as to avoid any bias during the ranking.

The survey started with a short explanation of the task, an informed consent form, and two practice songs. Then, the 60 songs were presented to each participant in random order, with a random selection of three of its segments also initially presented in random order. We elected for three segments instead of all six in order to keep the task manageable for participants. Participants were allowed to participate only once to reduce chances of bias. Participants were not required to complete all 60 songs and could end the survey whenever they wished.

2.4 Measures

Based on the data from the user study, we compute a representativeness score for each fragment. The data are in the form of partial rankings: for each song, we know each participant’s relative ordering of three segments, but we have no information about their perception of the other three segments. The easiest way to model data in this form is to use a type of discrete-choice model known as the Plackett–Luce or exploded logit model [20]. We used the variant of the model implemented in the R package Plackett-Luce [21]. The model is similar to a softmax function or a sort of logistic regression for rankings: specifically, it estimates the probability that, were participants given a choice among all six segments of a song, they would choose a particular segment as the most representative thumbnail. This probability is called the segment’s worth.

In the user study, participants were also asked whether they were familiar with the songs they ranked. We convert these ratings to a continuous familiarity score by dividing the number of responses that indicated that a participant was familiar with the song by the number of responses where a participant was not familiar. As a continuity correction, we add one extra count to the numerator and to the denominator. Finally, we take the log of this ratio, and the standard score ($z$) of the result:

$$\text{familiarity} = z \left\{ \log \frac{\text{known} + 1}{\text{unknown} + 1} \right\}. \quad (1)$$

2.5 Audio Features

We evaluate the core measures from the user study with the help of audio features from the CATCHY toolbox [14]. This toolbox can compute psychoacoustic features such as loudness, roughness, and sharpness as well as more common MIR features such as MFCCs, melodic pitch height estimates, and chroma based on HPCPs. Additionally, the CATCHY toolbox introduces three higher-dimensional harmonic and melodic features that attempt to bring some of the concepts available in symbolic music processing to audio. The first is the Harmonic Interval Co-occurrence (HIC), which describes the distribution of triads based on their interval representation. The Melodic Interval Bigram (MIB) indicates how often triples of successive melodic pitches occur in the melody. Lastly, the Harmonic Interval (HI) measures how often pitches in the melody are accompanied by harmonic pitches measured in the chroma.

The last feature of the toolbox is the implementation of first-order and second-order features for audio. First-order features are computed using the intrinsic content of the music or audio itself, such as the average note duration within the melody [14, 15, 22]. Second-order features reflect the characteristics of the music in context of a corpus. This means that corpus-based second-order features describe the commonality of a segment as it describes the segment in the context of the complete corpus. Song-based second-order features outline the recurrence of the segment within the song as it measures characteristics of a segment in relation to the whole song.

Like most MIR toolboxes, CATCHY creates a larger set of features than desirable for interpretability, and there is substantial overlap among some subsets of features. We conducted an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) on all the features as a means of dimensionality reduction similar to [14]. Closely related to PCA, EFA looks for shared variance to identify a smaller underlying latent structure responsible for a larger set of observed features [23]. We used Spearman rank correlations instead of Pearson correlations as the basis for our EFA to avoid problems with the non-normality of some CATCHY features. Given a correlation matrix, several algorithms for EFA are in wide use; we chose the standard minimum residual method, which is commonly used for exploratory and descriptive analyses [24]. In order to maximise interpretability, we then rotated the latent factor space using Varimax, a common orthogonal rotation that pushes as many loadings as possible either toward 0 or toward the extremes (correlation of −1 or 1 with a latent factor) [23].

2.6 Regression

The last step is to combine the features to obtain insights into what contributes to the representativeness of segments. We model a segment’s representativeness with a log-linear regression implemented as a generalised linear model (GLM) [25, 26]. In this case, the independent variables are the features derived from the audio, the familiarity score, and the segmentation method; the non-linear dependent variable is the Plackett–Luce worth. Although more complex models would be possible, given the applied nature of this research, we are aiming for simplicity as much as accuracy: linear relations among independent variables make the models both easy to interpret and easy to implement for non-experts. By using the resulting model to assign a worth to an unseen fragment, new fragments can be evaluated and the fragment of a song with the

\[4\]https://www.qualtrics.com
highest value can thereafter be used as a music thumbnail.

2.7 Replication Study

As a final check, we ran a bilingual replication study with a new set of data from Muziekweb. The data set for this study consisted of an arbitrary list of 32 songs derived from the Dutch “Top 2000” of 2019. Although it is less directly connected to Muziekweb users, it should nonetheless also represent music that would be well known to its users. The only substantial difference in the replication was that we did not ask participants explicitly whether they were familiar with the songs. Results of the original study indicated that familiarity had no impact on how segments were perceived, and we hoped to encourage participants to rate more songs by reducing the number of extraneous questions. Ethical consent was also acquired for the replication study and the survey was available from 24 March 2020 until 30 April 2020.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Number of Responses

The original survey received 148 responses, of which 76 participants quit without completing more than the example questions, 14 participants completed the survey completely (i.e., all 60 songs), and 58 partially. The mean number of songs ranked per participant was 25 ($SD = 21$). This resulted in each segment being ranked by a mean of 15 participants ($SD = 3$). Segments in the replication study were ranked 17 times on average ($SD = 3$).

3.2 Dimensionality Reduction

To aid interpretability, we conducted an EFA based on all the CATCHY features computed for the two studies combined. As there is much disagreement in the literature about how to choose the optimal number of factors in EFA, we used a simple heuristic that each factor had to have at least three features with high loadings (correlation higher in magnitude than 0.4) to facilitate easier interpretation of factors [27]. This led to a maximum of five factors. Underfactoring is more harmful than overfactoring, and as four factors started to have more overlap between factors, we retained all five factors to improve identifiability.

Table 1 shows the CATCHY features which had loadings of magnitude greater than 0.4 for one of the five latent factors. To get a sense of what these factors are measuring, we consider the features with the highest loadings per factor.

3.2.1 Harmonic and Melodic Entropy

The first factor consists of second-order features describing harmony and melody. High absolute entropy is combined with high cross-entropy with respect to segments’ own songs and with respect to the entire corpus of songs we considered. Sharpness also positively influences the factor, but does so with a far lower loading. This factor thus describes unpredictability or lack of motivic repetition in the harmony and melody; we call it Harmonic and Melodic Entropy.

3.2.2 Harmonic Conventionality

The second factor also consists of second-order features for harmony and melody. For this factor, however, the loadings prefer higher values for the commonality and recurrence of these features rather than entropy calculations. Note that the commonality of HIC and HI is of high importance both with within songs and across the entire corpus, whereas the melody-based MIB loads only against the full corpus. There is, of course, a high correlation between melody and harmony, and so we call this factor Harmonic Conventionality, while acknowledging that it may also have some melodic aspects. This factor can indicate repetition within a song itself, as well as tonal language that does not stray too far from our corpus norm.

3.2.3 Raw Intensity

The third factor mostly relies on high positive values for loudness (mean and standard deviation) and roughness. It also prefers a lower MFCC variance, which means a fragment is more consistent, a high MFCC mean in comparison to the complete corpus, which could be caused due to

Table 1. Factor loadings for Minimum Residual EFA for the features with loadings above 0.4 for one of the factors. The factors group features together that explain the same variance. 1. Harmonic and Melodic Entropy; 2. Harmonic Conventionality; 3. Raw Intensity; 4. Melodic Conventionality; 5. Conventionality of Intensity.
Table 2. GLM results showing how features contribute to perceived representativeness of thumbnails ($R^2 = 0.09$). The left-most part shows estimates using the data from both the original and replication study. The right-most results shows the differences in estimates between the two studies. For each of these results, the estimate or coefficient ($b$), the standard error ($SE$), and $p$-value are given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Overall Result</th>
<th>Original – Replication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>$SE$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic and Melodic Entropy</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic Conventionality</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw Intensity</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melodic Conventionality</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventionality of Intensity</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSAF</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-minute</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MFCCs also measuring loudness, and a high melodic pitch height. We call this factor the Raw Intensity of a fragment, as fragments that score high on this factor sound noticeably more “aggressive” than those that do not.

3.2.4 Melodic Conventionality

The fourth factor is heavily based on corpus as well as song-based second-order features for the MIB and HI entropy. This means that the values for this factor rise when the dispersion of MIB and HI is typical for a song or the corpus. Remember also that HI is a measure that explicitly incorporates melodic information. Thus, this factor primarily describes the commonality and recurrence of the dispersion of melodic bigrams and the melody aligning with the harmony. We call it Melodic Conventionality, although it is somewhat less directly linked to conventionality than the Harmonic Conventionality factor.

3.2.5 Conventionality of Intensity

The last factor comprises corpus- and song-based second-order features for the most important components of Raw Intensity. It is easy to understand but hard to name; we call it Conventionality of Intensity.

3.3 Log-Linear Model

A GLM based solely on the data of the original user study showed that familiarity had no significant impact on how participants ranked the segments ($b = -0.08, SE = 0.07, p = .27$). As mentioned above, we excluded familiarity from the replication study in order to lessen the burden on our participants. We also exclude it from further analysis.

Table 2 showcases the results of a larger GLM with both the original and replication studies combined ($R^2 = .09$). The left part shows how each variable contributes to the representative worth of a fragment overall. The right side shows the differences in these parameter estimates between the original and replication studies. The results indicate that the Raw Intensity, Melodic Conventionality, and Conventionality of Intensity are the most important factors to approximate a segment’s worth, each having a positive effect. Although there is a statistically significant difference between the two studies with respect to the size of the effect of Melodic Conventionality, the direction of the effect is the same in both studies. The role of Harmonic and Melodic Entropy is less clear: its effect on worth goes in opposite directions between the original study and the replication. Harmonic Conventionality has a small positive effect in each study. The effects of segmentation are less consistent (there is a significant Segmentation × Experiment interaction, $\chi^2(2) = 6.80, p = .03$) but with one surprising finding: in both studies, choosing thumbnails that line up with (estimated) structural boundaries seems to make users’ opinions worse.

4. DISCUSSION

The results show that the most significant features that could contribute to the representative worth of a fragment are the Raw Intensity, Melodic Conventionality, and Conventionality of Intensity. Conventionality of Intensity has the highest impact on the representative worth: users prefer typical levels of intensity, neither too “hard” nor too “soft”, for thumbnails. In addition to Conventionality of Intensity, higher-intensity thumbnails are preferred, as well as thumbnails with typical, familiar melodic patterns. The effect of Harmonic Conventionality is statistically significant, but its effect size is quite small; if anything, it may have a small positive effect on the perceived quality of a thumbnail.

Our results also show that the effect of Harmonic and Melodic Entropy seems to differ between the original and replication study. As both data sets had the same data format and were used to create the factors, the difference is most likely caused by the songs themselves. The replica-
tion study contained primarily pop-rock songs, whereas the original study also contained a broader of popular styles, e.g., rap and trance. Harmonic and melodic entropy are fundamental and sometimes genre-defining musical characteristics, and as such, it is not surprising that the effect of this factor would differ. This possibly genre-dependent aspect of thumbnails could be an interesting area for future work.

The impact of the segmentation method on the representative worth shows that in contrast to our hypothesis, segments chosen by a segmentation method do not outperform the base cases: in fact, boundary-aligned thumbnails seem to perform worse. While a thumbnail may benefit from containing the most memorable and recognisable part of a song, it does not necessarily need to start at that point. In practice, an algorithm for selecting thumbnails is going to be more successful if it simply has many candidate thumbnails to choose from, without worrying about where they start.

Altogether, users most prefer music thumbnails with high intensity and conventional, frequently recurring intensities and melodic patterns. This aligns with previous automatic thumbnailing studies, which have mostly focused on detecting the most repeated section or chorus [1,3–5,9,11]. Moreover, previous research shows that the chorus is generally louder, has a higher and more salient pitch, and has less dynamic diversity [28], which overlaps with the factor for Raw Intensity in this study.

A similarity can also be found with research on catchiness, which shows that the most memorable parts of a song have a more typical sound, more conventional melodies, more recurrence in the timbral aspects, as well as a prominent vocal line [14]. Earworms, which are related to catchiness, also seem to appear more in often recurring fragments with a faster tempo and a common melodic contour [22, 29]. In short, our findings about listeners’ thumbnail preferences are consistent with previous studies on thumbnails, choruses, and catchiness.

4.1 Proposed Thumbnailing Method

Based on these results, we propose a new method for music thumbnailing. First, several fragments should be obtained from the song. The results of this study show that there is no preferred segmentation method and therefore that any method that results in a reasonable amount of fragments suffices. Then, the CATCHY features for each of these fragments need to be computed. An approximation of the factors in this study can be computed by multiplying standardised feature values by the highest factor loadings for the Raw Intensity, Melodic Conventionality, and Intensity Conventionality. Thereafter, these approximations are multiplied by the estimates of the GLM of the combined results to gain a representative score. The fragment of a song with the highest score can be selected as the music thumbnail.

4.2 Limitations

Like any user study, our research has some limitations. First, this study only focuses on pop music; the results cannot necessarily be transferred to other musical genres [11]. Apart from the musical genre, the choice of a linear model might also have been too simplistic to grasp fully how audio features are related to perceived representativeness. More insights might be gained by also considering non-linear models that could pick up more intricate relationships. While this study does consider features for psycho-acoustics and harmony, rhythm is not considered. Further research might look into the effects of rhythm features on representativeness. Lastly, the segmentation method used here had a negative impact on the representativeness score; perhaps a different algorithm might have yielded better results. Nonetheless, it is clear from our findings that simple heuristics like starting at a fixed time point or even a fully random starting point can also yield effective thumbnails.

5. CONCLUSION

This study aimed to create a user-driven music thumbnailing method based on easily computable audio features and an easy-to-implement scoring strategy. Segments of well-known pop songs were obtained and audio features of these segments were derived with the CATCHY toolbox. Thereafter, the segments were presented in two user studies where participants could rank segments on their representativeness. Using the data from the user studies, we used a log-linear model to understand how audio features might explain the perceived worth of a potential thumbnail. The results were significant: representativeness seems to be positively influenced by a higher intensity, and a higher commonality and recurrence of intensity and melodic dispersion. Based on these findings, we propose a new, easy-to-apply method for music thumbnailing.
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